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Introduction. 

Current climate science asserts  that the sun does not provide enough energy to explain our current 

pleasant surface temperatures. The Effective temperature for a planet at our distance from the sun 

without atmosphere is calculated as ~255K, and the atmosphere is supposedly adding ~33K to arrive 

at the average surface temperature of ~288K for planet Earth. (1) 

Interestingly our Moon is such a planet. It reflects less solar radiation than Earth, but its average 

surface temperature is a mere 197K, as measured by the Diviner Project. (2) 

So the assertion that solar energy is not able to explain our surface temperatures is correct, but the 

temperature difference to explain is at least ~90K. (3) 

Some observations: 

- Earth is basically a planet consisting of molten stone, with a core of molten metal, 

   covered with a very thin crust barely able to contain all that heat 

- Our atmosphere has a heat storage capacity equal to that of ~3 meter of water 

- The oceans have a heat storage capacity well over 1000 times that of the atmosphere 

- Oceans cover over 70% of Earth’s surface 

Considering the above, the atmosphere is not the most obvious place to look for an explanation why 

Earth’s surface is more than 90K warmer than the Moon’s. 

In this text I’ll demonstrate how a combination of the geothermal heat flux trough the oceans crust 

and small and large magma eruptions combined with the properties of the oceans can explain our 

current surface temperatures. 

With the surface temperatures set by the temperature of the deep oceans plus solar heating of the 

surface layer, the atmosphere only has to reduce the heat loss from the surface to space to arrive at 

a balanced energy budget for planet Earth.    

http://pubs.giss.nasa.gov/docs/2010/2010_Lacis_etal_1.pdf
http://diviner.ucla.edu/science.shtml
http://principia-scientific.org/supportnews/latest-news/123-moons-hidden-message.html
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Geothermal Heat and the Oceans. 

Following list shows known large magmatic events, mainly taken from this list (4), using the ones 

marked (O) (oceanic flood basalt). 

Event   Volume  (km3)  Million years Before Present (mya) 

Shatsky Rise      4     x 106   ??  160-145 

Ontong Java event 100    x 106  125-119 & 94-86 

Kerguelen events   15.1 x 106    110 & 86 

Naturaliste Plateau     1.2 x 106  100 

Hess Rise      9.1 x 106  100 

Wallaby Plateau     1.5 x 106    96 

CCCIP       4.5 x 106    90-87 

Madagascar Event     4.4 x 106    90-84 

Sierra Leone Rise     2.5 x 106  70 

Maud Rise      1.2 x 106  70 

(Ontong Java event includes the Manihiki and Hikurangi plateaus, see this study (5)) 

This image shows how Earths climate (temperature) evolved during the last ~500 million years.  

The superimposed coloured bands refer to events in the list above. 

 

Note also the rapid and large warming starting around 300 mya. 

 

http://www.largeigneousprovinces.org/0events
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0012821X06002251
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The events marked in red total around 136 million km3. The total volume of the oceans is ~1.400 

million km3. Assuming magma being 1000K warmer than deep ocean water, and the specific heat 

capacity of water being 4 times that of magma, these events have the potential to warm all ocean 

water ~ 24K. At the time of the  peak temperature around 85 mya the deep ocean temperatures 

were ~18K above present temperatures.  

Warming and Cooling rates due to Geothermal Heat. 

The following graph is from this study (6), and it shows a reconstruction of deep (below 1000m) 

ocean temperatures over the last 108 million years. The coloured rectangles refer to the events 

marked in the same colour on page 3. 

 

Since the peak temperature around 84 mya the deep oceans have cooled ~18K. 

To get a feel for the cooling rate some examples: 

- 84 mya to present  1K/ ~5 million years 

- 50 mya to present 1K/ ~4 million years 

- Between 50 mA and 35 mA the rate is 1K/ ~2 million years. 

In contrast the warming between 125 mya and 84 mya is roughly 1K/ 3 million years 

When the last of the red marked events finished (84 mya) we find very high deep ocean 

temperatures, ~ 18K warmer then today. In that period hardly any ice existed near the geographic 

poles. Evidence exists (7) for forests growing up to 85 degrees latitude. Since that time the deep 

oceans have been cooling down, with some minor warming periods temporarily interrupting the 

cooling.  

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2011JC007255/abstract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polar_forests_of_the_Cretaceous
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Mechanism for the very slow ocean warming / cooling. 

We have basically 3 different kinds of geothermal heat that escapes through Earth’s crust. 

- heat flux through the crust, presently ~100 mW/m2 for oceanic crust. 

  (capable of warming the average ocean water column 1K every ~5000 year) 

- magma erupting continuously at plate boundaries, a small but reasonably steady flux 

- magma erupting due to magma plumes, creating large oceanic plateaus or other large eruptions. 

I consider the first two kinds the “base” warming of the deep oceans.  

 

This is a cross section of the Pacific Ocean. (source) Obvious is that the surface layer is considerably 

warmer than the deep oceans, since it is warmed by the sun. This means that water heated at the 

bottom only can rise to a depth where its density is equal to the water it rises into. So the warm 

surface layer effectively shields the deep oceans thermally from the atmosphere. A surface ice layer 

does the same.  

Cooling can only happen at places where no warm surface layer or ice layer is present. This is a small 

portion of the total oceanic surface. If the cooling area is 10% of the ocean’s surface, already 1 W/m2 

has to be lost there to the atmosphere to offset the 100 mW/m2 flux. With 1% cooling area this 

number becomes 10 W/m2. 

Furthermore the ocean floor area is (much) larger than the surface area giving more heat flux from 

the ocean floor. 

 

The net result of all the “base” warming minus cooling at high latitudes is apparently slightly 

negative. As long as no large magmatic events are in progress the deep oceans cool down. 

  

http://earthguide.ucsd.edu/earthguide/diagrams/woce/
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Conclusion. 

Assuming all the periods of warming as shown in the image on page 3 are caused by now mostly 

elusive magmatic events, we have a mechanism that explains the warm and cold periods in earth’s 

history, and also explains the incredible temperature stability of earth’s climate. 

Since their creation the temperature of the deep oceans has been set by the balance between 

geothermal heat on one side and cooling at high latitudes on the other. 

The sun only warms a shallow surface layer to create the observed surface temperatures. 

 

The role of the atmosphere now simply is the slowing of the heat loss to space. No warming of the 

surface required by backradiation or other constructs. 

With the inclusion of geothermal heat as climate parameter plus the characteristics of the oceans we 

have a simple explanation for the much higher average surface temperature of the earth compared 

to that of our moon. (~290K vs ~197K) 

With this setup we have also a solution for the Faint Young Sun paradox (8): 

 a younger, more active earth with many large(r) magma eruptions offsetting less output of the 

young sun. 

With the surface temperature of earth explained by a combination of geothermal heat and solar 

warming, the atmosphere only needs to reduce heat loss to space, no additional warming required. 

The Greenhouse effect is ~0K, climate sensitivity for CO2 also ~0K, probably even slightly negative. 

  

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faint_young_Sun_paradox
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Appendix A. 

The oldest oceanic crust is ~180 million years old. Older magmatic events in the oceans will probably 

remain elusive.  Also younger events may already have been sub ducted under a continent, making it 

near impossible to get a complete picture of all relevant magmatic events. 

Implications are that the events that probably caused warming before ~180 mya can no longer be 

found and used to correlate early climate with large magma eruptions. 

 

Following image shows the age distribution for oceanic crust. 

(see here for details) 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oceanic_crust
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